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Social Hierarchies 157
economic decline (or feminization) of men:

interwove middle-class beliefs about race,

re-appropriation of patriarchy as a positive

gender and millenialism" (p. 26).

good, the revival of rough masculinities, and

While Manliness and Civilization re-

male knowledge conveyed through a revival

volves around these central themes, Beder-

of fathering. Like Bederman's turn-of-the-

man also demonstrates that ideology does

century white intellectuals, Cose also sees

not have totalizing effects, and can be turned

social collapse as a direct effect of failed, or

to counterhegemonic purposes. African Amer-

undermined, manhood; why, he asks, despite

ican activist Ida B. Wells, she argues, "manip-

demographic evidence that men are domi-

ulated dominant middle-class ideas . . . to

nant in society, do "many men feel anything

force white Americans to address lynching,"

but powerful?" (p. 2)

constructing antiracist arguments that con-

Like many early white feminists, Cose

vinced northern U.S. and British progressive

understands men as united in their interests

white audiences that the savagery of white

and frustrations across class, racial, and

lynch mobs "imperiled American civilization

ethnic lines. "If this problem has a name,"

and American manhood" (p. 46).

Cose states in an eerie echo of Betty Friedan's

Civilization, however, also had its dangers.

Feminine Mystique (1973), "it is "bewilder-

G. Stanley Hall, a professor of pedagogy and

ment." (p. 2). In this book, we meet men not

psychology, argued to great effect that

as beneficiaries of the patriarchal privileges

overcivilization feminized boys, sapped their

that feminists seek to strip them of, "but as

strength, and made them subject to neuras-

baffled innocents-vilified for sins they did

thetic and masturbatory illnesses. Like Wells,

not commit; victimized by discriminatory

but to different effect, Hall implicitly under-

policies; and exasperated by mixed signals,
double standards, and self-righteous hypocri-

positing manliness as the strenuous control

sy" (p. 4). While he acknowledges that racial

of base masculine desires," Bederman argues,

and ethnic group experiences differ, all men,

"Victorian parents ... constructed those base

stood the paradox of gender ideology. "By

he argues, "share an investment in the notion

desires as a fundamental part of a boy's

of masculinity" and feel "unfairly assailed"

personality" (p. 80). Thus Hall proposed that

(P. 9).
A comparison of the two books suggests

the "natural" savagery of boys be incorpo-

why historical analysis compels those who

each one to strengthen himself by "recapitu-

study social phenomena and social change.

lating" the evolutionary process and inoculat-

Cose, like many similarly incoherent conser-

ing himself against the stresses of modernity.

rated in the pedagogical process, enabling

vative writers, is dismayed by abstractions

Thus, "Only white male bodies had the

that "deny people their individuality" (p.

capacity to be truly civilized" (p. 88); with

13). This position requires that historical

rare exception, racial others could only

inequalities be obfuscated. As Bederman

develop to the point of evolution reached by

shows effectively throughout her study,

the entire group. An essay on white feminist

while it does not renounce the idea of

Charlotte Perkins Gilman shows how such

history, such intellectual work requires selec-

reasoning could be flipped to make women,

tive reconstructions of the past that are

not men, central to the survival of civiliza-

primarily aimed at shoring up power hierar-

tion; and a final chapter on Theodore

chies through the production of identities by

Roosevelt shows the rearticulation of

dominant groups.

Bederman's work also adds to a growing

these ideas in the context of political
nationalism.

literature in cultural history that attempts to

Bederman's comparison between Wells

show how and why race is crucial to class

and each of the book's three white intellec-

formation in the United States. By the end of

tuals makes the larger point that antiracist

the nineteenth century, a rising bourgeoisie

progressives understood discourses of manli-

grappled with political conflict and the

ness and civilization as metaphorical; on the

tenuousness of gender through discourses of

other hand, those committed to racial domi-

savagery and civilization, ideas that were

nation, including feminists like Gilman, took

racially determined. "Civilization's greatest

them literally. This goes a long way toward

cultural power," Bederman concludes,

explaining the confusion between nature and

"stemmed . . . from the way the discourse

culture among conservatives like Cose, whose
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commitments are to a power hierarchy that
naturally privileges men.

A Man's World features men stripped of

the decrease in employment opportunities

and security and the rise of the modern

women's movement-exacerbated" (p. 92).

the security and confidence that masculinity

Both authors connect this dizzying loss of

ought to ensure: They have been sexually

place to the eruption of male violence. For

abused and abandoned as children; beaten by

Bederman, the consequences of this violence

drunken and psychotic wives; sexually ha-

were ironic triumphs of manliness and,

rassed at the office; and given bizarre sexual

ultimately, masculinity: lynching, and the

signals by women who then accuse them of

imperialist ventures launched by the United

rape. These are all problems as common

States after 1880. For Cose, the consequences

among women as men, Cose implies; the

are mainly personal, and reproduce them-

reason we understand them as "women's

selves endlessly, particularly in hidden male

issues" is that the "culture" simply does not

depression and a high accident rate among

permit men to talk about their feelings. Men

men that one "expert" posits as "unconscious

formerly sympathetic to feminist goals at-

suicides" (p. 192). Although they are written

tempt to authorize such claims: In virtually

from strikingly different perspectives, a com-

every chapter, they reclaim feminist rallying

mon theme does run through A Man's World

points-sexism, battering, failure of commu-

and Manliness and Civilization. As Cose

nication within relationships, and date rape-

puts it, "the average Joe is not convinced that

and demonstrate the pain, confusion, and

he does have all the power" (p. 250).

helplessness that "men" are afflicted by.

Whereas Cose takes this idea literally, how-

While it is a credible notion that polls do not

ever, Bederman uses it as a point of entry to

reveal truths, Cose would have it that male

understanding the constant ideological play

pain is hidden, because, as one activist
argues, men have too much pride to com-

that power hierarchies require.

plain and "are still raised to be chivalrous of
women, to want to protect them" (p. 39).
Race appears in a form familiar to followers

of post- 1945 conservative thought: Young
black men are underfathered and overmothered, while black women are ripping apart

family and community by making black men
feel bad about themselves. Cose names the
usual suspects among the twentieth century's
finest black feminist writers: Michele Wallace, Alice Walker, and Ntozake Shange,
noting that in recent years, while "Wallace

US History as Women's History: New

Feminist Essays, edited by Linda K. Kerber,
Alice Kessler-Harris, and Kathryn Kish
Sklar. Chapel Hill: University of North
Carolina Press, 1995. $37.50 cloth. ISBN:
0-8078-2185-3. $15.95 paper. ISBN: 0-8078-

495-0.

KAREN V. HANSEN
Brandeis University

apparently has called a truce, many women

have not" (p. 60); even aside from the drama

The editors commissioned and published this

of this statement, I don't think Wallace would

collection of original essays as a tribute to

agree that she has given up her critiques of

Gerda Lerner, trailblazing historian of women

masculine power, or that they were wrong in

and teacher to many of the volume's contrib-

the first place.

utors. Lerner began writing about women by

Cose's stab at historical and economic

uncovering, assembling, and publishing doc-

context is similarly vague. A culture that has

uments about African American women. She

organized itself around "male-bashing" has

never shrank from challenging the orthodox-

replaced a past when "things were much

ies of history. Because of her life example and

clearer.... Many pundits [pundits?] place the

her numerous scholarly achievements, she

historical point of demarcation around the

serves as inspiration to more than one

time of the Industrial Revolution" (p. 92),
when men were pulled away from families.

generation of historians. Reflecting the high

By the late twentieth century, Cose argues,

political sophistication set by Lerner, US.

men had lost influence in both the commer-

History as Women's History analyzes the

cial and domestic spheres, leading to "an

structures of power that create racial hierar-

identity crisis, which recent events-notably

chies and gender inequality, and simulta-

standard of scholarship, innovation, and
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